Sergeant York : film  Voir aussi : Howard Hawks (1896-1977)

Editions of "Sergeant York : film" (4 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Videos, films (4)


Documents about "Sergeant York : film" (3 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Archives and manuscripts (main catalog) (1)

Recueil. "Le sergent York" film de Howard Hawks (1945)
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Pictures (1)

Sergent York (1945)


Books (1)

Sergent York (1945), 1945

Authors linked with "Sergeant York : film" (17 resources in data.bnf.fr)

Actor (5)

Walter Brennan (1894-1974)

Gary Cooper (1901-1961)

Joan Leslie

Stanley Ridges (1891-1951)

George Tobias (1901-1980)

Screenwriter (4)

Harry Chandlee (1882-1956)

Abem Finkel (1889-1948)

John Huston (1906-1987)

Howard Koch (1902-1995)

Producer (2)

United artists corporation

Warner bros
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Restager (1)
Howard Hawks (1896-1977)

Film editor (1)
William Holmes (monteur)

Photographer (1)
Sol Polito (1892-1960)

Conceptor (1)
Alvin C. York

Distributor (1)
Warner home video France

Publisher (1)
Warner home video France
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Equivalent record in Catalogue général

On the Web (4)

Equivalent record in Dbpedia
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Equivalent record in Wikipedia Francophone